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2. Summary
The reality of women and migrants during European economic crisis. In the production of the
programme, we introduce individual cases to let the public reflect on what would be their
response if they found themselves in that situation, but then we look at the general situation,
bringing elements to the economic crisis discussion that in most occasions are ignored by the
media, more interested in the blame game (where usually, the victim of the eviction is
presented as the responsible for their own situation) or the sensationalism of the situation.

3.

Dissemination of the Output
The Programmes have been sent to Radio Vallekas (Madrid), Radio Onda Rossa (Rome), Red
Nosotras en el Mundo (Madrid/Latin America) and have been broadcasted and/or going to be
broadcasted.

4.

Biographies of the authors
María Dolores Matamala Oporto - I'm a freelance journalist. I'm working since 10 years
ago in differents media.
Tiziana Musto - I consider myself a media-activist and my approach to information is to be
among people involved in facts. My need to communicate has taken me to study foreign
languages, both at University and in Culture Institutes: I currently speak Italian, English,
German, Spanish and French. I'm always interested in international interchange opportunities:
in this sense in 2011 I took part in the second AMARC Conference (“Community media In
Europe communicating diversity”) and I was invited as a speaker in the International Feminist
Radio day at Radio Vallekas, Madrid, Spain.

